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Abstract
Over the past few years, the ICOM/CIDOC document standards group has been developing an object oriented Conceptual Reference Model. The model represents an 'ontology'
for cultural heritage information, i.e. it describes in a formal language the explicit and
implicit concepts and relations relevant to the documentation of cultural heritage. The
primary role of the CRM is to serve as a basis for mediation of cultural heritage information
and thereby provide the semantic 'glue' needed to transform today's disparate, localised
information sources into a coherent and valuableglobal resource. The model provides
mechanisms for dealing with a number of complex issues in a coherent manner: varying
levels of detail and precision, transfer of Information between 'richer' and 'poorer' systems
and extensions to incorporate domain specific information. This paper explains how the
model can be used as a reference in the cultural sector. It is intended both to represent
good practice in the representation of information and to be used as a practical aid in the
design and implementation of mediation servers, search engines, databases, DTD's, 239.50
access profiles, Metadata, documentation guidelines, and simllar products. Using the CRM
ensures semantic compatibility between systems and services and removes the need for
one to one conversions between different native formats. The paper should be of interest
to curators and other domain specialists, as well as system designers and implementors
working in the cultural domain. Documentation concerning the model is available at
http://www.viIle-ge.ch/musinfo/cidoc/oomodel/

1. Introduction
The creation of the World Wide Web has had a
profound impact on the ease with which information can be distributed and presented. Museums
have been relatively quick to take advantage of
the new technology and many now manage their
own web sites. However, many of these sites are
little more than electronic versions of tourist brochures and offer only a tantalising glimpse of the
resources available. At present, few museums make
the effort to tap into their information systems and
still fewer to integrate their information with that
from other institutions. Today's web sites are still
predominantly hand-coded productions. The results
can be very attractive, but the effort involved in
producing and managing a hand-made web site
imposes severe restrictions on the level of complexity that can be sustained.
Many writers have evoked the vislon of the web
as a global resource for cultural heritage information. In order to achieve this vision, museums will
have to establish solid and reliable means for Integrating and distributing the rich and detailed documentation contained in their information systems.

Different Institutions organise and present the data
they use in different ways. Differences may be limited to the namingand arrangement of entities and
fields, but they may also affect the level of depth
and detail of analysis, or even the entire focus and
orientation of the data. Even if the structures are
compatible, terminology is often incompatible. To
date, most attempts to bridge the gaps between
incompatible information systems have been based
on hermetic, ad hoc transformation rules, or have
resorted to massive simplification, concentrating
on a limited subset of 'core' data.
The ClDOC Reference Model (in the following
'CRM') aims to overcome this limitation by providing a common semantic reference point, a formal
expression of the basic concepts behind the structure of the various data we wish to communicate.
It will enable museums to render their information
resources mutually compatible without sacrificing
detail and precision. To this end the model is presented as an object-oriented semantic model, a 'domain ontology', which allows for a great deal of
flexibility both in the level of detail which is required and in terms of extensibility.

A major barrier to such integration is the semantic
and structural incompatibility of existing systems.
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Ultimately, we hope that the ClDOC model will
serve as a basis for the mediation of cultural heritage information and thereby provide the 'glue'
needed to transform today's disparate, localised
information sources into a coherent and valuable
global resource.
After a discussion of museums' communication
needs, the present paper gives an overview of the
state of heterogeneous data access in the cultural
field and other domains before presenting the principles features of the ClDOC reference model along
with in introduction to its basic entities. Some illustrations are given as examples of the model's application. The paper concludes with some ideas for
future development.

2. Background to the model
Work on the CRM began in March 1996 following
a meeting in Crete, hosted by of ICS-FORTH. Up to
that time ClDOC had maintained a E-R data
schema, inspired largely b y work done at the
Smithsonian, which was intended to fulfil much the
same role as the current CRM. However, the need
to encompass a sufficiently broad scope of information and domains had resulted in a highly complex and unwieldy model which was proving difficult to maintain. Furthermore, the model suffered
from a significant bias towards the fine arts and
historical collections - support for the natural sciences, archaeology and ethnography was inadequate. Extension of the already complex model
to incorporate further information categories was
becoming increasingly difficult. At the Crete meeting, the ClDOC Documentation Standards Working Group decided to adopt an object-oriented (00)
approach and develop a new data schema, derived
initially from the information categories contained
in the Relational Model and from a separate document - the 'International Guidelines for Museum
Object Information: The ClDOC Information Categories" (CIDOC95) (hereafter 'IC"). The first version of this new model was presented at the triennial ICOM conference in Melbourne in 1998 and is
currently being evaluated by I S 0 (International
Standards Organisation) as a potential standard.
The model, and associated documentation is available via the web (CIDOC98).
The decision to adopt oo modelling techniques was
motivated by a number of factors.
The oo data model is semantically richer than
the E-R model. All E-R modelling constructs find
equivalents in the oo model, but the reverse is
not the case. Although a straight forward mechanical translation proved to be inadequate, this
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enabled the working group to translate the primary aspects of the existing E-R schema into an
00 schema, and to simplify many redundant
constructs in the process.
Through the mechanism of specialisation, the oo
data model is more readily extensible than an ER model and therefore easier to maintain.
The specialisation and aggregation of classes
provides a means for presentation of variable
levels of granularity. This both helps to conceal
complexity and unnecessary detail and makes
the model more flexible and adaptable.
Finally, both theory and practice have shown that
adopting an object oriented reference model
does not necessarily require the use of an object-oriented database for implementation. AIthough they present some drawbacks, mainstream relational database engines can be used
for implementation of object oriented schema
(Crofts99)

3. What the model is for
While the CRM can be used as the basis for implementation of cultural information systems, we see
the primary role of the reference model as being
to define a semantic framework which will enable
compatible systems to exchange and share information.' For CIDOC, this represents a significant
paradigm shift away from the assumption that integration of information requires homogeneous
data sources.
Many formats are currently available which allow
relatively simple, unambiguous exchange of data;
however, the meaning of these data, their scope
and application, is often far from obvious. Oversimplification of structure results in a need to
'stretch' the meaning of structural elements, and
thereby introduces a level of ambiguity which renders the contents incompatible. The 00 reference
model provides a means for defining the semantic
values of data structures with the precision needed
to ensure reliable communication and mediation
of cultural information.

3.1 Communication needs
Access to museum documentation, presented in
an appropriate manner, has the potential to interest a wide audience: researchers, educational institutions, and the general public. In each case it is
important that the information presented should
be integrated with other sources. The value of information is generally enhanced when it is put in
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relation with other pieces of information. This Is
particularly evident with respect to cultural heritage. Descriptions of individual objects are, in themselves,of only limited interest. Addltlonal references
to other objects, and to an object's historical, geographical, and cultural origins help to place it in a
context and give it meaning. Typically, the contextual information, which can help bring collections
to life, Is distributed across several institutions.
Without some form of interaction between the different information systems, much of the potentlal
interest of the collections is lost.
To illustrate the value of cross collection links it is
worth looking at a simple example of juxtaposition of works from a number of collections. The
tower of Babel was a theme which clearly fascinated the Breugels since they executed a number
of versions of the subject, the best known of which
are the Tower of Babel in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna and the 'Little' Tower of Babel
(1563) in the Boymans-van Beuningen Museum,
Rotterdam. However, other versions exist and they
have been reunited on the web by an enterprising
student of art hi~tory.~
This web page has no ambition other than to bring together a number of
illustrations for the purpose of comparison, and
only minimal textual commentary is provided.
However, the pedagogical value of even this rudimentary approach is obvious. Differences of detail
are thrown into relief and it becomes possible to
detect a thread in the evolution of the Breugels'
treatment of the subject. The precise date of execution of each work becomes highly significant
since we instinctively want to arrange the images
in chronological order.
It is significant,though, that this page was not created by a museum - each illustration comes from
a different institution, none of whlch has direct access to information from the others. The information systems of the world's museums are a potential gold mine If they can be made to work together.
At present, however, the technical problems involved in producing web pages such as this automatically are practically insurmountable.
Presentation of information is another area where
current efforts are generally inadequate. Many institutions present only a small selection of their
collections with no little or no indication of the
extent and nature of the rest. Others adopt an 'Inventory' approach based on exhaustive and often
cryptic lists of objects. Few sites attempt to integrate information about objects with contextual information about people, places and events3
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Dlfferent forms of presentation can be imagined
to meet different requirements. Statistical analysis
and in depth research obviously require systematic and precise query facilities which can generate exhaustive lists of items. But this klnd of approach is inappropriate for general interest browsing and education which would most likely prefer
a far less 'technical' presentation with more textual commentary, and some form of guidance to
help find a pathway through the available material. There is little use In offering novice users the
possibility of typing in search criteria if they are
unfamiliar with the subject matter and the content
of the collections. These different requirements
imply different interface designs, which presuppose
different levels of knowledge in the subject matter. Both, however, depend on mechanisms capable
of integrating information from different sources.
The challenge of integrating information from different sources and providing well adapted access
goes far beyond the question of homogeneous
data formatting. The European Community has
declared the integration of museum, archive and
library information as a current strategic research
and development goal. Different disciplines, such
as natural history, fine arts, and ethnography, as
well as different types of collections - museum
information systems, archives, and libraries - provide complementary information and viewpoints.
Their combination, rather than their compilation,
has the potential to provide new insights into our
cultural heritage.
Combining and integrating data in a meaningful
way, so that subject matter can be readily identified, requires more advanced mechanisms than are
needed for straight forward compilation. It is worth
considering a few examples of the divergent information needs of different domains. Ethnography,
for example, is typically less interested in the identity of the individual creator of an object than the
fine arts, whilst for natural history, the notion of
'author' applies only to the classification system
and not to the objects being collected. Archaeologists and palaeontologists habitually deal with fragmented objects, which are then combined, with
luck, into a single whole - a process that is highly
unusual in other domains. Multiple fragments need
to be identified and tracked during the entire process. For historical disciplines, much information is
of a hypothetical nature and therefore needs to be
'signed' as an opinion by the author whereas incertitude about, say, the author of a book is rare,
and multiple attributions do not need to be dealt
wlth. We could go on. The point is that information and levels of detail that are essential to one
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discipline may be unnecessary or even incomprehensible to another.
In the past, attempts to apply a single, homogeneous data structure to multiple disciplines have
foundered on the lack of a discipline neutral viewpoint. The fact that librarians do not store information about the attribution of books is not due
to an oversight - it would be counterproductive
and confusing to do so since, unlike art history,
authorship is seldom a contentious issue. Domain
specific assumptions and presuppositions about the
semantic value of data need to be respected. Applying data structures from one discipline to another leads to unhappy consequences: saying that
the 'author' of a fossil specimen is 'unknown', for
example, is not simply unclear, it is actually misleading.
In our view, combining information from different
sources requires a high level of abstraction and a
discipline neutral viewpoint, which has the flexibility for different viewpoints to be respected and
expressed. This generic level of abstraction is precisely what the CRM aims to provide.
3.2 About Mediation

The recent past has seen several interesting and
advanced projects for heterogeneous information
access in the cultural area, which gradually provide more and more complex functionality. Other
domains, which enjoy more robust economic circumstances, have already implemented solutions,
based on 'mediation' techniques, which demonstrate the feasibility of effective and rich communication without homogeneous data sources. It is
worth passing in review some of the more prominent cultural information access projects which are
based on this line of technological development.
3.2.1 RAM4 C H I 0 and AQUARELLE

Between 1992 and 1995, the RAMA project successfully demonstrated that large heterogeneous
databases of museum objects in different countries
can be accessed one after another using a uniform
user interface. The project solved the problem of
the physical connection protocol to multiple databases and the transfer of images to local
workspaces, but the conceptual structure of the individual sources is presented unaltered to the user,
which prevents further automatic processing. In
1994, the ClMl Consortium initiated the C H I 0
project, wlth a strong focus on structured text
marked-up in SGML, retrieval usingthe 239.50 protocol derived from the library community, and on
open standards in general. The basic idea underlying the project was that SGML tagging makes texts
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accessible to far more precise questions and that a
standard retrieval protocol allows access to a vast
range of data sources. C H I 0 resolves the problem
of divergent data formats by adopting a 'profile' a standardised set of mark-up tags and 239.50 access points. The freedom allowed by 239.50 for
the identification of access points to entities in target systems resolves some of the problems of semantic heterogeneity. A great deal of effort has
gone into identifying core information and typical
user questions although, of necessity, this approach
has tended to focus on one viewpoint - that of the
museum visitor.
In 1996, the AQUARELLE project, funded by the
European Commission, took these ideas a stage
further and focussed on the interests of professionals in the cultural field: museum curators, urban
planners, commercial publishers and researchers,
as well as allowing for greater semantic flexibility.
Llke CHIO, Aquarelle relles on ClMl standards,
SGML, HTML, 239.50, and HTTP. Its major innovations are the dynamic handling ofmultiple DTDs,~
the use of multilingual thesauri as search aids,
(Doer98).and the central link manager, which guarantees referential integrity for hyperlinks over the
net.
Many AQUARELLE users work for public bodies
concerned with the administration of material cultural, immobile sites in particular. Their need for
precise information had a strong impact on the
project and taught important lessons for future developments.Their evaluation of the services offered
confirmed the importance and feasibility of handling heterogeneous data. It further demonstrated
that the success of more advanced systems is only
partially dependant on technical issues, the major
problems are semantic In nature - formalising the
structures, vocabularies and access points needed
for queries. Well-informed and open-minded interdisciplinary teams are needed to deal with these
questions (Guar98).The project has proved an excellent forum for such discussion.
Another interestlng project is GRASP. Its focus on
the problem of identification of stolen objects allows access by transformation of heterogeneous
structure to one fixed format. The project has highlighted the problem of incompatible terminology
used in analogous data fields. Consequently, the
project has had to invest considerably effortin dealing with questions of terminology. It is a striking
demonstration of the fact that precise information
retrieval from heterogeneous sources is only posslble once semantic issues have been resolved. (Incidentally, the notion 'ontology" used in GRASP
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for terminology resources should not be confused
with our use in this paper.)

Methods to integrate Information from structured
texts

3.2.2 -Intelligent"services
All the systems so far mentioned use a '3-tier ar-

Maintenance of derived data

chitecture', where a central application server acts
as an interface between databases and remote clients. The translation of queries and data is done
either locally,by each database, (asfor 239.50 gateways) or by the central service, or by both. Currently, these systems suffer from two severe restrictions:
1)The translations are disparate, idiosyncratic and

'hard-wired". Consequently, with the exception
of the terminology services used by AQUARELLE
and GRASP, they cannot be maintained by a
domain expert.
2)All information is presented in an entirely 'object centric" fashion. lnformatlon about persons,
places, events etc., can only be obtalned indirectly. This is due in part to a shortcoming of
239.50, which does not allow the kind of target
object to be specified, although the use of multiple virtual gateways for dlfferent types of target could bypass this restriction. But it is also due
to the inability of the application servers to
analyse the data objects in the information
sources.
To overcome such restrictions, Wiederhold
(Wied92)introduced the notion of 'mediation services". This approach has since been successfully
implemented in a number of different systems in
other domains ( e g Chaw94, Subr94, Baya96). In
his terms, '...mediation covers a wide variety of
functions that enhance stored data prior to their
use in an application. Mediation makes an interface intelligent by dealing with representation and
abstraction problems ... Mediators have an active
role. They contain knowledge structures to drive
transformations'. They have to be maintained by
domain specialists. Major functions are:
Transformation of databases using view deflnitions.
Methods to access and merge data from multiple databases
Abstraction and generalisation of underlying
data
Handling of information that is incomplete or at
different levels of detall or abstraction
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A mediator is a software module that exploits en-

coded knowledge about certain sets or subsets of
data to create information for a higher layer of
applications.This knowledge is stored in a knowledge base, referred to in recent literature as an 'ontology' (Kash97,Guar98). It describes in some formal language the entities of a domain of discourse
and their relations, and their correspondence with
expected data items and notions used for retrieval,
in a way whlch can be understood by a domain
specialist and can be accessed by interpretation
software. To date, and without exception, all ontologies are formulated in some object-oriented
paradigm, with a preference for semantic models.
(Wedo not use the term 'ontology' for thesauri, as
sometimes found in literature.) Real systems still
vary widely in the ease of integration of new
sources, semantic capabilities and quality of service.
In order to integrate a new source into an information access environment, the schema or structure of the source is related - 'mapped' - by simple
declarations, to the ontology (rather than to notions of the various applications). The mediator
'knows' by itself how to reshuffle data between
fields and entities, rename fields, call translation
functions for values, follow paths over multiple
sources to find values, and reformulate queries etc.,
in order to execute a request such as a query or
data transfer. Furthermore, the mediator contains
'metadata' about the capabilities of each attached
source, in order to determine which source can
answer a question, by which mechanism and in
what way: precise, approximate, incomplete or
probabilistic.
A particular added value lies in the possibility of

assembllng new information objects from compiementary data in different sources: the goal underlying the European Commission's declaration in Vth
Framework, to focus on the connection of museum,
archlve and library data. This can only be achieved
on a wide scale by the use of mediation techniques.
Obviously, the richness of the ontology ultimately
determines the mediation capabilities. In some
cases, only approximations to wider or narrower
concepts can be made, or one must derive or
'guess' missingvalues. In particular, in the cultural
domain, terminology used In data fields is tightly
related with structure. This must be reflected in the
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ontology (see below). However, the value of a formal ontology goes beyond its use in mediation
systems as it can also serve as a blue-print for information system implementation and as an intellectual guide for good practice in the development
of information systems.
To summarise, we are on the brink of a technological revolution, which will render obsolete the
need for homogeneous data formats for communication. Rather, we must engage in providing formal definitions of the underlying semantics in our
data. The need for semantic compatibility goes beyond the superficial identity of structure. This will
enable far richer services to be created than
standardisation of structure could ever provlde. The
effort of ClDOC to define an object-oriented Conceptual Reference Model is both timely and appropriate since the currently adopted formalism conforms with that used in the emerging field of semantic integration systems.

4. A Conceptual Reference Model
The CRM represents an ontology in the sense of
computer science (Cuar98),i.e. an approximation
of a conceptualisation of a domain in a formal language and a vocab~lary.~
In other words, we try to
capture, in a consistent logical framework,the overt
or implicit concepts which the museum community typically works with and agrees upon. (For
more information on ontological principals see. e.g.

Local Source 1

... ClDOC Reference Model

(Guar98b).)This framework is designed to promote
the creation of high quality information systems
for the museum and cultural community which are
either developed according to an ontology or actively 'ontology driven", and in particular, to enable communication between heterogeneous but
semantically overlapping systems, as outlined in
chapter 3.
In the following, we justify the major organisation
principles of this model by simple examples and
discuss development strategies and examples of
use. The examples may be debatable. Our intention here is to demonstrate the principles involved
rather than the contents.

4.1 Principles
We anticipate that differences will arise in the presentation of identical semantic contents due to the
different purposes and points of view of individual
systems. A reference model must adopt a well-defined 'neutral' position, which implies a number
of structural principles described below. This leads
quite naturally to an object-oriented paradigm. A
set of naming conventions is also adopted in order to assist the reader and to facilitate the unambiguous identification of parts of the model.
4.1.1 Symmetry

Let us assume that an object is sold from one museum to another. In accordance with the ClDOC

CRM

Local Source 2

Fig. 1 : Creatinga symmetric data representation
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lnformation Categories (IC) both institutions document this event. Even though they describe the
same action, the obvious identity of 'deaccession'
and 'sale' on the one hand and 'acquisitlon' and
'purchase' on the other, is unintelligible to a computer and cannot be automatically combined into
one. We therefore 'normalise' this information as
an 'Acquisition' action, which refers to two 'Actors',
one who surrenders the legal title, and one who
acquires the title (see fig. 1). Acquisition is thus defined as the 'transfer of the legal title to an object'.
This view is 'institution neutral*, a necessary precaution when querying some hundreds of databases over the net, which would result in retrieving identical information from a number of
organisations. Incidentally, this approach is not incompatible wlth the IC; it is just another view of
the same information.
Note that information about the documenting
organisation has been made explicit in order to
achieve symmetry. Note further that the object
acquires a new inventory number, hence the description is different. Nevertheless, the model regards both instances as identical because the object referred to is Identical. In contrast with the Relational model, this notion of object identity, independent of temporary changes in description, is a
key concept of object orientation (Atki89, Klm90).
Obviously a mediation system must contain speclfic operators in order to establish which incoming data possibly refer to the same item, which is
not always possible. In our example it Is based on
the registration of the previous inventory number.

Let us now suppose that someone i s interested in
the actors involved, rather than the transactions.
In this case, he or she would like to see the transaction as an attribute of the actor, rather than vice
versa, or even as an attribute of the object, as in
the IC. Therefore we model these references as
symmetric, directed links, in the manner of semantic networks or conceptual graphs, between entitles without internal information. Links carry two
labels, one for each direction in which they can be
read (e.g. 'transferred title from' inverts as 'surrendered title of', as shown in fig. 2.). lmplementers of
database schemata can choose the reading which
is most appropriate for their viewpoint, and transform links into attributes, fields or references. We
decided to avoid the cryptic naming practice of
many computer programmers and name links in
verb form, originating from a grammatical subject
and pointing to a grammatical object. For all historical lnformation we use the past tense, whereas
for states we use the present tense.
Summarislng, the symmetry principle allows us:
to establish if apparently different information
is in fact identical, but has been documented
from the point of view one of the different entities involved;
to transform the view from any entity involved
into a view from another one;
to derive view-specific, compatible information
systems.
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4.1.2 Extensible Gmnuiarity of Reference
Let us assume that one collection management
system documents the condition of an object in
accordance with the IC as a composite entity with
a classificationterm, a date and a text (called 'Condition State- in the CRM). Another database, used
in a laboratory, may register the same information as an act of condition assessment with reference to persons, methods, documents created as
well as the Condition State already described (see
fig. 2). Consequently, the table for objects will have
no link to the Condition State, but to Condition Assessment, which in turn links to Condition State.
This variable indirection Or granularity of reference
is another major source of incompatibility between
semantically overlapping descriptions. These chains
are potentially infinite. One system may refer to
the condition of an object as an assessment of the
outcome of a number of measurements carried out
by a number of people over a period of time. A
'poorer' system may not even refer to the date and
text, but simply register a term such as 'good' 'bad,
or 'indifferent'. Such differences may be entirely
justified by the intended use of the information in
a given context. We have encountered numerous
cases where radical differences in the granularity
of information are justified by the intended purpose of the documentation - there is no one right
way to do things and richer systems are not necessarily better.6
In such cases, we modei two paths, direct and indirect, and characterise the 'poorer', direct reference
as a short cut of the entity it bypasses (a simple
kind of deduction in database technology terms).
The resulting CRM model thus appears to be redundant (fig. 2).The idea is however, that any given
implementation would use only one of the two alternatives. The Reference Model thus defines how
data from the richer to the poorer system are transformed and how the richer system can be queried
from a poorer modei.

4lthough one cannot expect to recover the missn g data, it is nevertheless possible to transfer data
from the poorer to the richer model. The 'gaps'
:an be filled with default values and conservative
'guessing-, for example, by making the assump:ion that a 'condition assessment' event took place
sn or before the date associated with the condition state. This condition assessment event can be
assigned a type -assumed' in order to avoid con'usion with real data. Other assumptions can be
jerived from general knowledge about the data3ase, like termini postquem and antequem, names
sf actors etc. Note that a mediation system must
i3e able to handle, consistently, unknown and assumed values in data fields.

... CIDOC Reference Model

Interpreting a reference as short cut of newly introduced entity allows reference chains to be extended indefinitely, without loss of compatibility,
to the level of detail required by any implementation. The model can also define appropriate simplificatlons as 'compatible alternatives'. Obviously,
the notion of compatibility used here is dynamic:
a level rather than a fixed number of concepts.
This Is just one aspect of extensibility and reduction. The next paragraph deals with another dimenslon: extension to more specific concepts.
4.1.3 Extensibility and Generldty

Let us imagine two coliections management systems, one designed for coins and one for paintings. Both use specific tables. A third system follows the IC and uses a single table for any kind of
physical object. Obviously, coins and paintings are
physical objects, and the 'standard' system is more
generic than the other two. This relation is called
%A' in knowledge representation, often its inverse
is called 'subsumption', and its mapping into entities of an object-orienteddatabase schema is called
'generalisationl specialisation' or 'superclass / subclass', etc. (See fig. 3 for coins). For more detail, see
the rich literatureon this topic. Many theories provide many terms, each with a slightly different
flavour. But all describe the same basic notlon, the
second key concept of object-orientation.
Specialisation increases the number of known features of an entity and restricts the application of
the entity to fewer instances. Four problems arise
in a heterogeneous environment:
1. One may wlsh to query all three databases for,

say, painting and coins, without the need to be
aware of the respective differences in implementation.
2.Even though coins and paintings do not overlap, related places, persons, periods, times etc.,
may overlap. Hence one may wish to formulate
queries on any common abstraction of coins and
paintings.
3. One may wish to load data from the specific to
the generic database.
4. One may wish to load appropriate data from the

generic to the specific database, e.g. all coins.
From the ooint of view of database implementation, a shhass may be seen as table, bhich has
all the fields of its superclass(es) ('inheritance'), plus
some additional fields. When we query the superclass, the database will regard all instances of the
subclasses as instances of the superclass. Therefore the 'isA' construct allows us to 'merge' the
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Fig. 3: Merging generic and specipc tables and the mle of thesauri
two databases with the standard one, physically
and/or logically in a mediation system. This deals
with the principle problems 1,2 and 3 mentioned
above.
On this basis, one can extend the 'standard' database, i.e. one built following the CRM, to any more
specific use, without losing compatibility. Following our example in the common object-oriented
paradigm, the 'Physical Object" entity can be queried and will return coins and paintings simply as
physical objects, without however telling us about
their specific nature. Furthermore, no specific attribute of 'Coins' or 'Paintings' can be queried using the 'Physical Object" entity. In other words, with
generalisation we lose information about the type
of the subclass and its specific features. In this view,
the CRM plays the role of a coarse 'shareable ontology', the maximal common contents of all possible extensions.
Two simple tricks help to reducing this loss of information. First, all entities in the CRM carry a 'type'
field, which either encodes directly the subclass a
data object belongs to, or encodes a 'narrower
term' of the type of the subclass (e.g. 'coin, NT:
dime'). Given that ail data are appropriately classified, and a thesaurus is used to provide the respective broader terms, we do not lose information
about the kind subclass of this instance at the 'standard' level. Problem 4 can be solved in the opposite way. Second, we may attach general attrlbutes
(links) to more generic entities as 'containers' for

the additional attributes of subclasses, analogous
to entity speciali-sation.
Of course the flexibility of a standard depends not
only on its ability to grow and encompass richer
levels of detail, but also its capacity to interpret or
to communicate with poorer systems which implement coarser grained information. We therefore
analyse systematically the entities we need in the
reference model for common generalisationsor abstractions that may be useful for queries at different abstraction levels or data 'transfer to poorer
systems. m e level of specialisation of the 'standard' becomes a relative state of development. It
can become richer and richer, and one can define
a dynamic range of compatibility levels, as outlined
above for the extensible granularity. The richer the
ontology, the more it can mediate. Viewed in this
way it becomes possible to invert the role of the
ontology, and use the CRM as a reference ontology (Guar98), which serves to formalise poorer
systems and their relative semantics.
Simultaneously, we observe that the types in the
hierarchies of entities of the CRM tend to cover
most of the topical subject hierarchies known from
thesauri in the domain. This implies that the terminology hierarchies contained in thesauri have to
be closely coupled with the respective ontology
hierarchies in the CRM in order to allow correct
mediation. This has consequences for both ontology creators and thesaurus providers. As both represent deep knowledge of the field, only a co-op-
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lerative harmonisation can result In a sound formulation. Since ontologies approximate to a language-independent conceptualisationof a domaln,
multilingual thesauri may adopt an ontology as
conceptual back-bone structure. Ontology and terminology can, of course, be seen as two aspects of
the same thing: the ontologygives more detail concerning attributes and links, whereas the terminology focusses on nuances between different entlties.
Summarising, the 'generlclty principle' allows for
querying or transferring data with well-defined restrictions or losses between levels of specialisation.
When combined with extensible granularity, it becomes possible to encompass any foreseeable extension of the data structure which remains consistent with the underlying conceptualisation. me
more detailed the -standard', the better the communication. A compatible System of (multilingual)
thesauri of topical subjects provides substantial
added value.
4.1.4 Multiple and Ambiguous Noture
The last principle has to do with the uniqueness of
points of view. As terminology work on thesauri
has shown, particular concepts can have multiple
generalisations and real things can be seen under
3ifferent aspects. Multiple generalisations (-multlple
sA') can be directly described In the ontology. For
example, the CRM handles a 'Person' as both an
'Actor' and as a 'Biological Object', an 'Inscription'
3s both a .Mark' and a 'Linguistic Object' etc.

Many multiple aspects of real things are explicitly
.epresented in the model. However, strictly speakng there is no need to do so, since entitles of the
nodel are not a priori mutually exc1usive.Aframed
:ollection of butterflies can be both, a 'Man-Made
3bjectq and a 'Biological Object' ('multiple
nstantiation'). It is important to bear in mind that
,he CRM plays an explanatory role rather than a
hat of a standard format. Decisions concerning
'ormats are essentially implementation details. We
lave therefore separated certain aspects Into dif'erent entities according to their causality, even
hough they may co-occur. e.g., the 'Destruction'
]fan object is always an event, but not necessarly wilfully caused. However, we regarded it as unielpful and problematic to draw a sharp distincion between 'wilful' and 'accidental' destruction.
rherefore the entity 'Destruction' has no actor.
ntentional activities by people which result in de;truction are seen as events with a double nature:
loth .Activity' and 'Destruction'.

not. This Is not necessary for an a posteriori taxonomy, though it may be helpful for system design. Obviously, multiple instantiation helps to
avoid decision conflicts on things with ambiguous
nature. We wlsh to stress here that the purpose of
the ontology is to support communlcatlon and retrieval, and that it should therefore capture all potentially relevant aspects, i.e. it is better to say something wrong than to leave something out. mls Is
quite the opposlte approach to that adopted by a
scientific taxonomy, whlch would rather say nothing than something wrong. The purely scientific
aspect has to be captured by the data itself, in texts
and any other appropriate form.

4.2 Overview of the Model
4.2.1 Basic Enffties

Many directions can be taken to develop a conceptual model and virtually any entity can be indefinitely refined and extended. Without a specific
work program and considerable discipline, workinggroups tend to get bogged down in details and
may often focus on the speclal fields of interest of
some participants. On the other hand, a carefully
selected set of examples, whlch represent the tore'
notlons, metaentities readily emerge whlch glue
together specialisations such as types of events,
objects, actors etc. As the creation of a reference
ontology is in principle an endless task, it is important to establlsh the correct methodology, one
which allows different groups to 'bulld' co-operatively over an extended time frame on one common consistent logical construct, rather than to
worry about questions of detail.
In its current state, the model is the result of a program of restrictions in several conceptual dimensions, which allowed a clear work package and
criteria of completeness to be defined. The current
restrictions were:
1. In the conceptual framework (viewpoints) of the
intended users with an emphasis towards physical history and physical analysis.
2. In the intended use for common museum activi-

ties (collectionsmanagement and conservation,
research and analysis, promotlon and communication)
3. In the kind of features of typical objects collected
by museums
4. In the level of detail and precision required for

adequate communication between institutions.
We have not attempted to formalise which entities can co-occur on an instance and which can-
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Fig. 4: Overview of the ClDOC Refemnce Model

5. In technical complexity to declarativeforms with-

out the use of logical rules or algorithms.
Further work will widen some or all of these restrictions.
Presenting an overview of the CRM in a succinct
and comprehensible form presents a major challenge. The scope and depth of the model, the level
of detail, and the intimate relations that exist between all its elements, make it difficult to find an
appropriate starting point. The class hierarchy itself, thanks to its pyramidal structure, suggests a
natural 'top down' presentation. However, this
point of entry also has the inevitable drawback of
starting with some extremely high-level abstractions which may be difficult to grasp and whlch
have no obvious practical application. We therefore beg the indulgence of readers impatient to
get to the 'nuts and bolts' of the model.
The schema below presents the main branches of
the class hierarchy, omitting detailed subclasses,
links and attributes (fig. 4).

Q

The highest level class in the model, ClDOC Notion, serves as an abstract container for all other
classes in the model. It has no other significance
beyond this and can therefore be ignored for most
intents and purposes.
ClDOC lype is the class for the definition of a parallel type hierarchy the thesaurus-like structure
described above whlch provides a mechanism for
enhancing the level of granularity of the model
and which facilitates its implementation using relational database engines. It can, in fact, be seen
as a metaclass, since its instances characterise
classes.

-

ClDOC Entlty is the parent class for all the main
classes in the model.
The subclasses of ClDOC Entity are separated here
into three groups for presentation purposes. However, all are direct descendants of ClDOC Entity.
The flrst group is composed of the four basic concepts which are fundamental to the model and
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which constitute the primary focus of cultural heritage documentation.
Physical Entity i s the parent class of all physical
objects, and. physical features which includes objects in museum collections, but also things like
valleys, rivers, holes etc.
Conceptual Entity is used for intellectual or conceptual objects, independent of theit physical manifestation or support. This distinction will be famiiiar to librarians as that between an edition of a
book, the basic unit of bibliographic documentation, and the physical copies L~iifiChare on the
shelves. The CRM extends the class to include other
conceptual objects such as Designs and Procedures,
Linguistic objects such as inscriptions and titles, and
Visual items such as marks, images and symbols.
No attempt is made to provide a theoretical definition of the scope of this class because of the obvious philosophical and logical problems involved.
It i s best considered simply as thcx (Inion of its subclasses - a dynamic convention.
Actor is the class of all agents - persons, groups
and institutions - capable of actions, and therefore potentially responsible for cl.:~::ts which result in changes of state.
Things having Time Span is, unfo~
t~lnately,the best
, ( IJ ,3 ,v111ch
name we could come up with f
groups together periods, eventh, , ~ n dstates, all
manifestations which are volatile In time. .
These primary entities can be coni! ':led in specific
ways to create simple propositiol i . - c Lcirtences
:~
in natural language - in which ' T I ~ I I ~ !havingTime
Span' function as a verb. The iltlt-ibutes of the
model formalise the anticipated I . ' , . .!'ir:,iti(!:lsand
,,,!
wi:h
their meanings, (as well as the
the 'ancillary concepts' mentio...Y I I L .,.:

.

Generally speaking, Actors, and Physical or ConI '11 pw~ods,
ceptual Entities, are connected '
,,ne
events or states - subclasses T:,
L , , ,.: TltneSpan -which are characterised 1 ,
:
atmg
Span. Direct 'short cuts' links 0 1 ,
event as, for example, the plac
I

The second group i s composec
cepts which are used in the model
Appellation is the class of all
words, meaningless or meanin
identify a specific instance of sot,
a certain context. Appellations .
features by convention, traditio:
include co-ordinate systems to
on the earth.
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Contact Point is the class of all forms of address
used to locate or contact agents or objects: telephone numbers, email, post office boxes, etc.
The third group is composed of a set of primitive
classes which are used as attributestypes elsewhere
in the model, typically to describe or locate the
basic entities.
Time Span is a determination of a range of dates
or duration, without any semantics, to be used by
periods, events, and any other phenomena valid
for a certain time.
Place describes areas and spots in space, in particular on the surface of earth, in the pure sense of
physics, without temporal dependency or physical
matter. Places are usually determined by reference
to large 'immobile' objects, such as buildings, cities, mountains, rivers etc.
Dimension refers to properties that are measured
by some calibrated means and which result in numerical values, such as currency, length, diameter,
weight, density, luminescence, percentage of tin
content etc.
Number is the class of all mathematical numbers,
considered as a data type.
Rights are legal rights such as the right of property, reproduction rights, etc.
4.2.2 Examples of Information Gmups
The schema above shows the way in which entities are related by links. This particular example
illustrates how information about condition assessment is handled. The example is useful since it
brings together subclasses of all the four main
entites: Physical Entity, Conceptual Entity, Actor and
Things having Time Span. For reasons of clarity,
the inheritance links to the main classes have been
omitted.

Physical object is a subclass of physical entity and,
in this case, deals specifically with objects which
undergo periodic condition assessment - something which museums perform on a regular basis
in order to ensure the preservation of their holdings.

Condition Assessment is a subclass of Activity, from
which it inherits the link carried out by to Actor.
This link shows that activities are carried out by
10
. s : ~ . 2 ~ ~ n actors, or, if read in the opposite direction, that
~)r
actors perform activities. Activity is itself a subclass
of Event, which is a subclass of Period, from which
,,
and
it inherits a Place attribute. (The major difference
?r
1011s
or

'r

,
I
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conditions
...... ... Irm
.
.... ... ... ... . .
(corrditiu~rof)

Fig. 5: Condition assessment information

in the CRM between a Period and an Event is the
notion that an event implies a change of state
whereas a period implies stability). Perlod is subclass of Things having Timespan from which it inherits a Time Span attribute. This means that any
Condition Assessment can be dated and loc8ted.
The act of Condition Assessment concerns one or
more Physical objects and serves to identify a number of Condition states.
Condition State is again a subclass of Things Having Time Span. Hence Condition State also inherits
the notion of Time Span and can be dated as the
time span during which a certain condition has
prevailed. The condition as such ("inruins", 'good"
etc.) can be encoded in the type attribute of the
condition state but may also be described in the
textual description field. As a condition state applies to an object rather than to a place, it is not
subclass of period.
The fully developed form of the model thus allows a considerable amount of information to be
recorded - who assessed which objects, when, and
what were the results of this evaluation. It is important to note that the model does not preclude
differences of opinion concerning the condition of
an object at a given time. By attributing acts of
condition assessment to particuiar actors, it becomes possible to allow for multiple interpretations.
The short-cut mechanism is shown in dotted outlines. This alternative and simplified form of infor-

mation corresponds to common practice in many
institutions and may therefore be sufncient for most
implementations.The condition of an object is simply noted as a direct attribute of the object without
further references. Used in this way, the model allows for a history of condition states to be compiled, but provides no systematic support for attributing assessments to particular actors. Each
opinion is effectively anonymous and treated as
'fact'.
Figure 6 illustrates reasoning about places. Place is
primarily related to Period, from which all events
and activities inherit this attribute.Objects also have
locations in the CRM, attributes resulting from
moves or creation 'in situ'. The attribute 'took place
on or within' linking to Physical Object gives credit
to the fact that some events may only be known
or may best be located with respect to a larger
object, e.g. a vessel. In this case, the object is referred to in the role of a place, possibly as a set of
mobile co-ordinates. (In absolute terms, any location on earth is more or less mobile, if only because of continental drift, and must be 'fixed' with
respect to some physical item.)
The attributes 'took place..' can be used more than
once in order to express alternative places where
things may have happened, or over which processes or periods have spread out. The Place itself
is regarded a specific area on earth. Its types can
be things like cities and rivers, as in the TGN (The-
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Fig. 6: Reasoning about places

saurus of Geographic Names), or points and coordinates, etc. The attribute 'is identified by' can
also be used more than once to express the typically non-unique naming of places. Besides Place
Name the CRM foresees the use of co-ordinates,
addresses and parts of objects ('sections') to identify places.
The idea behind this model is to be able to integrate data from a system such as the TGN, which
tries to resolve ambiguities of references to places
with any database containing historical data. In
particular, the entity 'Place' can be instantiated with
TGN identifiers. On the other hand, a historical database may only use place names. In the CRM, this
would be equivalent to a short cut from Period to
Place Name, which leaves ambiguities open.
Differencesin local co-ordinatessystems, GPS data
and address changes are also reflected in the
model. Obvlously, there are various ways to exploit combinations of information about place
names, potential places, events and objects from
different sources in order to answer a specific request. These imply the listing of alternatives and
the processing of assumptions.
The 'took place..' links could be further developed
by a reference to the unique place where something happened. In this way it would be possible
to cater for cases where historical references indicate that two events happened at the same but
unknown location. m e link 'is identified by" can
similarly be extended to include a naming prac-
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tice: a conventional naming act of some group,
persons, or nation which establishes a name for a
certain place for a specific time-span. Both extensions are typical candidates for further elaboration
of the model or for domain specific extensions.
Reasoning on places is an interesting example of
the way In which different disciplines, cases and
views overlap and connect in a global model, resulting in structures which are not implemented in
any single database.

4.3 About Form and Standards
Specific mediation systems may select relative
'light-heartedly' a powerful knowledge representation model of their choice, but for a community
such as ICOM, open standards, ease of use and
availability of tools are mandatory. Obviously, the
use of the object-orlented paradigm is necessary.
Beyond that, the model must be intelligible for nonexperts and domain specialists. This i s particularly
true for graphic and semantic models.
We have so far formulated the model in two forms,
as extended MERISE graphics for illustration and
as a rigid definition in a 'light-weighted' objectoriented semantic model, which is readable by nonexperts and converts easily to other paradigms. It
actually follows the TELOS knowledge representation language (Mylo89), an open research result
implemented in several systems, that has been
successfully employed by one of the authors to
build a cultural documentation system (Dion94). A
possible formulation in UML and as an RDF model
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will be investigated soon. UML has the advantage
of offering elegant graphical definitions and improved integration between system and database
design, whereas RDF Is being established in resource interpretation, and as such is closer to mediation. Both cases are explicit targets of the model.

a projection of the CRM from the point of view of
a museum object. Another projection could be
made for artists. Consequently, an access system
incorporating the CRM can automatically combine
information from both sources.

5.2 Metadata

5. Use of the Model
What is the immediate use of such a model? Obviously, one can implement information systems
which conform to common notions from the outset and are hence are easy to integrate, or which
simply represent good practice in the field. Furthermore, one can expect that the existence of an wellaccepted reference model wlll foster the creation
of active mediation services for the domain. However, we see the most prominent immediate use
as being the definition and processing of 239.50
access points, metadata definitions, SGML DTDs
and guideline creation. The use of the CRM will
allow these different standards to be integrated,
even though they were made for different but overlapping purposes, into interoperable forms.

5.1 239.50 and SCML
Because of its simplicity, 239.50 is a very attractive access protocol for wide data access based on
minimal assumptions. 239.50 effectively sees any
database as a single table of objects with a flat
attribute set. How these attributes are created i s
the mystery of the wrapper, the 239.50 gateway.
Seen from the CRM, these attributes are equivalent to 'short cuts" from the 'Physical Object' entity to respective entities, combined wlth a few direct attributes. The integration of the AQUARELLE
and ClMl access points has shown the complexity
which can arise from simultaneous use of coarser
and finer attributes. A formal definition agalnst a
domain ontology would be a good way to clarify
the mutual relations and the actual mapping to
different database fields.
The use of DTDs for semantic structuring and the
respective support of structured queries with semantic mapping of tags is just another potential
field of use for the reference model. If attribute sets
and XML tags are formally related to the ontology, mapping is a direct operation, which can even
be automated, as shown in chapter 3. On the other
side, various DTDs can be derived from an ontology according to the objects and aspects to be
documented, thereby maintaining interoperability
from the outset. The same holds for documentation guidelines. The IC, for example, can easily be
used to create a DTD. Since the CRM represents
the semantic contents of the IC, this DTD would be

Metadata has become something of a buzzword
recently. In the strict sense, it means any data or
information about data. A good analysis of the term
can be found in (Kash97). The museum community seems to have adopted a far narrower sense
than that used by the library community: 'a description of objects, documents or services which
may contain data about their form and content"
(Haka96).The most prominent representativeis the
Dublin Core. As part of the document itself or not,
it is just an extension of the document structure
for the purpose of querying (LeVa98). Some criticlsm by archaeologists (Mi1197) on the applicability
of certain attributes of the Dublin Core, shows that
transferring library metadata to museum objects
is not a trivial operation. One of the main reasons
for this i s that metadata for documents describe
documents, which may in turn describe objects,
whereas similar records for museum objects are
themselves documents. The conceptual differences
can only be resolved with reference to a clear ontology. To this end the CRM contains a detailed
analysis of the 'subject' information of museum
objects. Like libraries (Weib98), the museum community could give a formal account of its metadata
on the basis of a CRM. A library and a museum
ontology, and hence the resulting metadata, could
then be merged consistently. It should be underlined that a major purpose of ontologies is the ease
of merging they provide, which in turn facilitates
the integration of all derived products (see e.g.
(Kash97), however, the ontology does not replace
metadata, 239.50 attributes, DTDs etc.

6. Future work
An important aspect of future work is the application of the CRM in mediation cases and data structure creation. The resulting feed back will be used
to consolidate the Model, its construction principles
and the methods of use. The Documentation Standards Group invites participation in such experiments with the support from the Group. The formulation of the Model in RDF and eventually UML
will be important for that purpose.
Another line of work is the widening of the model's
scope. As mentioned earlier, the Documentation
Standards Group intentionally imposed a restricted
scope on the CRM in order to render the workload
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more manageable. Consequently, lnformation dealt
with by the CRM is essentially limited to that already present in the lnformation Categories. The
guidelines produced by other ClDOC groups, such
as archaeological sites and ethnography, are obvious candidates for incorporation in the CRM.
Natural history is another area, which is not fully
developed in the CRM. This Is an Inevitable reflection of the lower level of representation of the
natural sciences within ClDOC as a whole. However, we consider it to be quite as important as
other disciplines.
Equally important is integration with existing terminological resources. Authority files and thesauri
effectively embody ontologies or fragments thereof.
Optimal use of the CRM requires that terminology
hierarchies be mapped onto the class hierarchy In
a consistent manner.
Submission of the CRM to IS0 will, we hope, lead
to adoption of the model as a standard. IS0 TC 46
is already consideringthe Dublin Core and the CRM
will probably be able to follow the same procedure.

7. Conclusions
Along with many others we share a vision of museum information systems integrated into a working resource covering all disciplines and aspects of
human culture. At present, museum information
systems are isolated, incompatible and
underexploited. The CRM provides a blue print for
integration and the construction of links between
individual systems and, we believe, constitutes an
important step towards the realisation of a global
network for cultural heritage.

Notes
1.

3.

4.

lnformation exchange Includes issuing queries
over the net and receiving answers from heterogeneous sources.

Some of the major exceptions to this rule are
not in fact museums, but sites run by individuals e.g. the WebMuseum http://www.fhlberlin.mpg.de/wm/ and CGFA h t t p : / /
sunsite.unc.edu/cjackson/fineart.htm.
A DTD is a document type definition. This is
the standard SCML mechanism for defining
the semantic structure of a document and the
corresponding tags.

5. Thls sense is derived from, but not to be confused wlth that used in philosophy.
6.

The use of the words 'richer' and 'poorer' is
not intended to imply a value judgement concerning the applicability or appropriateness of
any given information system, but is restricted
to a comparison of the level of granularity
whlch a system supports.
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